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OUT OF Printing! By James Demile. 5 X 8. #502.5, 40 pages, paperback. ISBN #0-86568-112-0. not
really because it is challenging, but because Bruce wished to keep it an exclusive technique.
However now, he believes it is period the striking power and techniques be trained to all who
want to find out them. James W. At that time, the writer agreed with Lee. Demile is among the
few visitors to whom Bruce Lee ever trained the power punch;
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Real Deal -- The Guidelines in this book worked first-time and every time for me.. Feel as the
Earth feels and it'll happen. They are harmful to your lover so FOLLOW the assistance to employ
a METRO phone book and perhaps add a judogi (not really a thin karate type). that is the wrong
strategy to use into fight. I am moderately solid with fairly quick solid hands -- as a spot of
reference. It doesn't lessen any value it can offer to one's martial teaching. I did NOT spend
weeks or weeks performing the exercises; I practiced for a couple minutes solo. I QUICKLY
attempted it.It worked first-time (it worked too well really*), and spent some time working every
time since, although We seldom demonstrate it and have ALWAYS done thus in a static position
(not active fighting or sparring. Do or die, all motions must = 1 actually thow they contain many.
Iron Palm. Sijo DeMile is an excellent guy and very talented martial artist Sijo DeMile is a superb
guy and incredibly talented martial artist. Five Stars He basically explains how to carry out the
punch with very few frills . However, my partner wouldn't normally i want to repeat the
technique actually after the offer of a larger phone book and more padding.Seriously it works..
These are thigs that should come natural.If it doesn't work for you then you either need to go
through and follow the instructions more carefully, practice more thoroughly, relax more
completely, MAYBE do more push-ups (least likely nevertheless, you do want some strength and
swiftness), or all the above.Later I showed it to my aikido teaching partners with whole padding
(New Orleans metro book and judogi) but even i quickly have generally pulled it a little bit. I have
never taught it due to the responsibility, but the reserve does describe it accurately and totally
(unlike most of the descriptions on web sites and forums**) and so there you are if you want to
understand it.** Up to now, every description I've read on the net has overlooked at least one
component, usually such articles leave out a couple of key points. I would not be amazed if the
punch functions somewhat without all of the elements, but I UNDERSTAND it works if you follow
the instructions totally.>S.P. I hardly understand about the fist component that being unsure of.
My current Systema & Tai Chi instructor is probable up to the task -- he's a hardcore one.
Drinking water when it flows will not anticipate whther what crack it is going to flow throew. The
1-inch and 3-inch or Floating punches are real. I am pretty sure that I have never let it go a lot
more than about 70%, maybe less. I had this book many years ago but shed it last year. Five
Stars well detailed Four Stars gift This is an excellent book for all those with not fighting
techinques expression Experience! My partner had not been permanently injured.Fortunately,
actually about that first attempt I "pulled" it somewhat (probably 50%) by not really reaching
extremely 'deep' for the full effect. I can't wait around to have him indication this book. Five
Stars Outstanding you could carry out worse than starting here This strike was utilized by Bruce
Lee in "demonstrations." Completed to impress potential college students back in the early to
mid 1960's. Some make reference to it as a parlor technique, which is really, just what it is.I
browse the book quickly (takes only a few mins, to an hour or so in the event that you read
slowly); Demile was actually among Lee's original students no real cause to doubt his claim that
he collaborated with Lee in developing this technique. The only reason I say the reason being I
felt, in the event that you knew how to punch it would happen naturaly. I would issue the
assertion that it is a "harmful" or "deadly" hit in and of itself, but believe that can be said of
several techniques in fighting techinques i.e. If in doubt, ADD more padding just like a big folded
towel or judogi. Working out methodology is clearly explained in this manual and if you are
taking into consideration learning it, and ready to invest the training period, you could do worse
than beginning here. In case you are thinking about the Bruce Lee power punch, it is an absolute
must have item. In a "demonstration" context, if correctly executed, it's a valuable tool. I always
practice within my punch with a twisting of my center and a snapping of the fist in a bent wrist



then nukles snapping down. I believed that a lot of that had to fight to survive growing up
whenever we use to make use of hands rather than guns from a far. Those where in fact the days
because I got a whole lot of practice. of breaking it down to 1, I do this, 2 Ido that . And if anyone
ever stated they hardly ever got thir but kicked really is stanging somebody eles expression.We
am buying another copy because my original one is shed -- when I first found this book I had
some basic skill in karate, aikido, and fighting but in no way wish to claim any kind of great
expertise.)*The first time I tested it, I made what may have been a significant mistake in using a
fairly small local phone book rather than a big metro area tome -- avoid anything less than 2
1/2-3 inches thick until you understand this. I had this book a long time ago but shed it . Its like
becoming trapped in a cave the air flow is the way out. They work. Yes you need to pactice but
each apponent is definitely by no means the same. Still it works. Man offers divorced himself or
herself from nature and has dropped control of the life span force and intuition. I would like to
practice it "moving/sparring" if I can find the proper partner(s) to get this done safely. May be it's
because the parants hardly ever showed their child to create a fist.
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